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Introduction 
Thinking cities through translation 

 
Tong King Lee 

 
 
Since at least Walter Benjamin, the city has been an entrancing trope in the modern 
discursive imagination.1 It has enthralled writers and thinkers with the sheer magnitude of its 
architectural spectacles, the fine-grained sophistication of its urban fabric and the voluptuous 
richness of its material flows. The city overwhelms. In Invisible Cities, Italo Calvino speaks 
of the ‘thick coating of signs’ of Tamara (one of the 55 imaginary cities related by the 
character Marco Polo in the novel), which would put us in awe and paralyze our faculties; it 
compels our gaze, directs our thoughts and pre-empts our language, taking us along its 
preconceived trajectory: ‘Your gaze scans the streets as if they were written pages: the city 
says everything you must think, makes you repeat her discourse, and while you believe you 
are visiting Tamara you are only recording the names with which she defines herself and all 
her parts’ (Calvino 1997: 12). 

In this account the city is anthropomorphized into an omniscient entity exuding a rhetoric 
of excess. Yet in other accounts, the city is a dehumanized construct. In The Practice of 
Everyday Life, Michel de Certeau posits the Concept-city, by which he encapsulates the 
abstraction of urban spaces by means of institutional apparatuses, such as maps. The 
Concept-city is the city as fashioned by a technocratic rationality, and as mythified in 
‘strategic discourses’ based on calculations and hypotheses (de Certeau 1984: 95). The 
Concept-city represents a systemic grid that can be likened to langue, or Language with a 
capital L. It aligns with ‘discourses, the data that can most easily be grasped, recorded, 
transported, and examined in secure places’ (de Certeau 1984: 20; original emphasis). It is 
prior to enunciation and thus, in a manner of speaking, a phantom existence. As it were, the 
Concept-city writes itself without being written. And this explains why, in Calvino (cited 
above), the city is said to be anticipatory of all language and thought, ‘say[ing] everything 
you must think, mak[ing] you repeat her discourse’, as if it were some pure Original. 

Or better still, as Baudrillard (1994) tells us, the city is a simulacrum, a copy whose 
original referent is elusive or nonexistent; or, as Deleuze (1990: 257) defines the term, ‘an 
image without resemblance’ where ‘the different is related to the different through difference 
itself’ (Deleuze 1994: 299). The city, then, is an anomalous translation that traces its source 
back to its own transformation and difference. More than that: the translated city may even 
eclipse the original (the ‘real thing’, if there is one at all) to become more real than real. This 
is where we encounter the hyperreal, as exemplified by what Umberto Eco calls ‘toy cities’ 
or ‘cities of robots’, of which Disneyland and Disney World are prototypes. Here the false is 
fetishized as a commodity on its own terms, and this is ‘not so much because it wouldn’t be 
possible to have the real equivalent but because the public is meant to admire the perfection 
of the fake’ (Eco 1986: 44). 

In contrast to the Concept-city, the city as it is practised (and this is de Certeau’s concern) 
is based upon the corporeality of enunciation, which continually intercepts and appropriates 
Language. For de Certeau (1984: 97), ‘[t]he act of walking is to the urban system what the 
speech act is to language or to the statements uttered’; it constitutes ‘a space of enunciation’ 
(98). Thus, like the pedestrian who roams the city streets in his or her own fashion, the 
everyday practitioner in all walks of life—the metaphor is irresistible—deploys 
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‘the vocabularies of established languages (those of television, newspapers, the supermarket 
or city planning)’ as material. While operating ‘within the framework of 
prescribed syntaxes (the temporal modes of schedules, paradigmatic organizations of places, 
etc.)’, practitioners of everyday life ‘remain heterogenous to the systems they infiltrate and in 
which they sketch out the guileful ruses of different interests and desires’ (34; original 
emphasis). 

Is this not what Roland Barthes had in mind when he says ‘the best model for the semantic 
study of the city will be provided … by the phrase of discourse’ (Barthes 1986: 95)? In his 
brand of urban semiology, Barthes connects with (in fact, predates and is cited by) de Certeau 
in metaphorizing the user of a city as the user of a language ‘who appropriates fragments in 
order to actualize them in secret’ (cf. de Certeau 1984: 98): 

 
He who moves about the city, e.g., the user of the city (what we all are), is a kind of reader 
who, following his obligations and his movements, appropriates fragments of the utterance 
in order to actualize them in secret. When we move about a city, we all are in the situation 
of the reader of the 100,000 million poems of Queneau, where one can find a different 
poem by changing a single line … we are somewhat like this avant-garde reader when we 
are in a city. 

(Barthes 1986: 95) 
 
All these classic ruminations are worked through with the common strategy of reading 
language into and out of the city. In a similar vein the papers collected in this volume can be 
said to share a broad methodology, one which we might term the translational, by way of 
reading translation into and out of the city. Addressing translation as policy, practice and 
heuristic, these papers problematize the urban semiotic by interrogating the complex 
intersections across languages and cultures, in space and in time. As such, they deepen the 
current interest in the humanities and social sciences in reading texts through the city as well 
as reading the city as text. 

Such interest is attested in, inter alia, a recent monograph titled The Invisible City, by Kyle 
Gillette. Inspired by Calvino, the book intersperses vignettes on eight cities with Gillette’s 
consideration of Teatro Potlach’s itinerant, site-specific performance Invisible Cities as 
spectator and collaborator. Shuttling between the registers of travel writing and field guide, 
the book draws out multiple planes of engagement with the city, culminating in a series of 
workshop style exercises, following which readers can uncover the invisible city as ‘an 
always unfolding network of processes, a confluence of streams, marked by layers of history 
and myth’ (Gillette 2020: 99).  

Also relevant is a recent special issue themed Writing (in) the City in the journal Social 
Semiotics. In that issue, cities are seen as ‘diverse sites of intense semiotic production’ 
(Jaworski and Li 2020: 3), where writing, in all the ‘multimodality, materiality, and 
multilinguality’ of its mediational means, serves as ‘a repository of the city’s memory or 
biography’. Bringing together perspectives from sociolinguistics, social semiotics, critical 
discourse studies, and applied linguistics, the issue deals with ‘literal and metaphorical 
conceptualizations of writing’, aiming to ‘capture some of multimodal complexity of 
signifying practices in the city, and the resulting inscription of cities in space and in people’s 
imagination’ (ibid.). 

On this note several questions arise for us. As a special form of writing, what role does 
translation play in urban signification, inscription and imagination? How does translation 
studies extend the lineage of scholarship that theorizes discursive and semiotic meanings in 
respect of the city? All the contributions to the present volume articulate around these 
questions. Following the trail of collections of a similar nature (Cronin and Simon 2014; 
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Simon 2016, 2018) and riding on a series of pioneering work by Sherry Simon (2006, 2012, 
2019), this Handbook showcases the latest developments at the intersection of translation and 
the city. Featured herein are a highly interdisciplinary group of scholars from various 
backgrounds. The Handbook does not so much attempt a convergence of different theoretical 
ideas on the figure of the city, as to facilitate the emergence of a loose dialogue among the 
myriad conceptual strands and disciplinary perspectives with the city as a nexus. It does not 
espouse a unitary theoretical position on the relation between translation and the city, but 
rather offers up the city as an open forum in which translation—itself another open forum—
can be considered on multiple scales and in diverse terms. 
 
Key issues 
This Handbook consists of 26 chapters, loosely grouped into four thematic clusters: ‘Key 
issues’; ‘The macrostructures of urban translation’; ‘Counter-writing cities’; and ‘Cities in 
writing, translation as trope’. The first section throws up several key notions in thinking 
translation and the city symbiotically, salient among which is that of the translational city. 
The translational is a more expansive rubric than translation. For Sherry Simon,2 
translational cities are marked by the ‘encounter and exchange of languages’ which includes 
but also exceeds the discursive activity of translating. At stake here are deeper 
interconnections among languages and cultures spliced into a city’s fabric, including the 
fissures within. To speak of cities as translational, or ‘dual’, is therefore to take into account 
‘the specific history and geography of the city, the circulation of language within urban 
space, zones of resistance and misconnection’. Insofar as no city is ever a clean monolingual 
slate, all cities constitute ‘fields of translational forces’ to some degree, comprising specific 
translation sites. The latter are zones of intense traffic among different sensibilities, 
subjectivities, identities and, of course, languages (e.g., monuments, hotels, markets, bridges, 
checkpoints) (Simon 2019), with varying degrees of permeability. 

On this view, translation is not extrinsic to a city or incidental to its existence; it is an 
immanent and perennial operation. This understanding underlies the idea of born-translated 
cities, a term coined by África Vidal Claramonte based on Rebecca Walkowitz’s concept of 
born-translated literature. In respect of literature, born-translated refers to a situation where 
translation, conceived as a ‘medium and origin rather than as afterthought’, conditions the 
production of writing (Walkowitz 2015: 3–4). Contemporary cities are born-translated in the 
sense that hybridity and heteroglossia are fundamental to their nature. Crucially, born-
translated cities are spaces of asymmetry, where the inequitable distribution of resources in 
the context of global capitalism and power pathologies3 turns superdiverse cities into 
stratified zones, to the detriment of disadvantaged communities such as exiles and migrants 
(see Simon Harel’s chapter). And it is from this ethico-political perspective that Claramonte 
foregrounds translation studies as ‘a privileged territory to explore the fear of the Other and 
address it, to rewrite real and metaphorical walls’. 

It is a small step to go from Writing (in) the City (Jaworski and Li 2020) to Translating 
(in) the City. Here, to place the preposition in parentheses is to point to an ambiguous 
transitivity; hence, just as translating occurs in cities, so cities are themselves being 
translated. For example, maps are cartographic translations of cities. Sherry Simon conjures 
up a map of the translational city along the lines of Jill Hubley’s ‘The Ultimate Map of New 
York’s Non-English Languages’ (https://www.citylab.com/design/2016/11/languages-
spoken-in-new-york-city-map/506054/). Such a map would flag sites of translation where 
languages encounter, indicating in particular the directionalities of translation, but also sites 
of non-translation, of ‘forgotten or suppressed languages’, whose memories of language 
intersection can be rekindled in its translation history. Federico Italiano too deals with maps, 
and more historical ones at that. Looking at cartographic translations across four cities 
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(Florence, Tenochtitlan, Calcutta, and New York) over a span of five centuries, Italiano 
distils for us the ‘double operationality’ of maps, namely their capacity to territorialize space 
and to generate a ‘semiotic surplus’ in the form of new spatial narratives that potentially 
challenge the prevailing territorial order. 

While Italiano gives us a historical sense of how space is differentially conceived in 
relation to the city, Emi Otsuji and Alastair Pennycook delve into the dynamics of 
contemporary urban spaces to advance the idea of interartefactual translation. Otsuji and 
Pennycook challenge us to reimagine translation as instantiating what sociolinguists call 
resemiotization, the reconfiguration of meaning across semiotic and artefactual boundaries. 
Interartefactual translation, then, describes the trajectories of meaning as it meanders between 
different objects, humans, and languages within semiotic assemblages in space—as when a 
food item on a shopping list connects with the actual entity on the shelf of a market store, 
before it is transformed in phases into a purchased commodity, an ingredient waiting to be 
used, and finally an integral part of a dish (cf. Ron Scollon’s [2008] notion of ‘discourse 
itineraries’). In taking language, and by extension translation, out of the human mind and 
distributing it across space, the mind-blowing idea of translating between artefacts forces 
translation out of textual imaginaries and into the situated spatial repertoire of metrolingual 
complexes. 

As a counterpoint to these theoretical contemplations, I specially invited Canan 
Marasligil, a language practitioner who curates the wonderfully relevant website City in 
Translation (http://www.cityintranslation.com), to give us an account of her personal 
experience with urban translation. A writer, literary translator, editor, curator, and self-
professed flâneuse (cf. Andre Furlani’s chapter), Marasligil shares her gendered, hands-on 
methodology in exploring Copenhagen, Lille, and Bassin Minier. Weaving in and out of 
exhibitions, workshops, and residencies; reflective statements, creative writing, and 
photographs; online and offline projects; and, of course, different languages, she takes us on a 
fascinating journey of the city that is at once intimate and intellectual. The City in 
Translation website, together with the events curated around it, serves as an exemplar of how 
the relation between translation and the city can be conceptualized in theory, but also be 
embodied in practice. 

 
The macrostructures of urban translation 
The next two sections are designed around a city-by-city itinerary, with an eye to the 
(re)mediating function of translation in different time-space contexts. The first batch of case 
studies generally concern themselves with the policies and institutions involved in the 
management of translation. Our point of departure is that translation is always entwined 
within the language policy structures governing the multilingual city; as Reine Meylaerts 
puts it succinctly: there is no language policy without translation policy (and vice versa). On 
this understanding, she offers four prototypes of translation in public service settings, using 
Brussels as a case in point: Monolingualism (in a dominant language) and Non-translation 
(into minority languages); Monolingualism and Occasional Translation; Multilingualism and 
Multidirectional Translation (in and out of several languages); and Monolingualism (at local 
levels of government) and Multilingualism (at higher, such as federal, levels of government). 

Different cities draw on one or more of these prototypes on the legal-institutional level in 
response to specific multicultural contingencies. Yet there is a common impulse to foster 
‘new forms of participative citizenship and cohabitation’ through translation, hence 
unravelling the dynamic negotiations between the top-down formulation/implementation of 
translation policies and bottom-up practices/beliefs about multilingualism on the ground. 
What emerges is a translation politics which, as Lieven D’hulst demonstrates, can inflect 
local language policies at the level of towns and municipalities, where translation issues can 
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challenge ‘the self-evident dominance of one language over another’ while encouraging ‘the 
search for recognition by minority languages’ as part of activist discourses. 

The tension between macro-policy and micro-practice is scalable to various sociopolitical 
and historical contexts. It is captured by Eugene K. B. Tan through his distinction between 
de jure and de facto institutional multilingualism. In Singapore, this is a situation where, 
although the city-state is constitutionally multilingual with Malay, Chinese, Tamil and 
English enshrined as its four official languages, the prevailing language order is characterized 
by latent monolingualism in English, ‘the putative neutral and unifying language’. In the 
space between this divide, translation acquires an ambivalent position: it is neither prescribed 
as an obligation nor suppressed as a redundancy, thus providing an anomalous case that 
exceeds Meylaerts’ four prototypes. 

Language policy takes on a different guise in the context of the 2020 Tokyo Olympic 
Games, postponed due to COVID-19. Examining multilingual signage in Tokyo’s linguistic 
landscape as well as guidelines issued by language administrators in the lead-up to the 
Games, Patrick Heinrich reveals a simplistic local (Japanese)/global (non-Japanese) binary 
governing Japan’s urban translation discourse. Paradoxically, what the authorities call 
tagengo taiō (multilingual support), aiming at kotoba no baria furī (removal of linguistic 
barriers), entails the erasure of lived multilingualism by conflating all non-Japanese tongues 
into an anglophone rubric. This essentially passes the burden of translation to those who 
speak neither Japanese nor English—chiefly the Chinese and the Korean, the largest minority 
communities in Japan. 

The Korean connection here is taken up by Hunam Yun, who explores translation against 
the historical transitions beneath the multiple names of Seoul city (Hanseong, Keijo, Seoul). 
Metaphorizing translated cities as ‘palimpsests of desires’, Yun conceptualizes the various 
names of a city as strata locking in different layers of its history, as ‘stimuli-signe to summon 
the memories of how the city was once translated’ according to different vested interests or 
desires—of colonizers, of nationalists, of modern bureaucracies subscribing to a global 
capitalist logic. Like city names, monuments mark the political transition of cities from one 
regime to another; they are both material and semiotic constructions. It is in this sense that 
Federico Bellentani speaks of monuments in the post-Soviet city of Tallinn as ‘a practice of 
translation aiming to switch their meaning—and that of the whole urban space—into new 
cultural and political conditions’. On this reading, the establishment, removal/relocation and 
landscaping of monuments can be interpreted as translation strategies choreographed around 
a memory politics in enunciation of prescribed national narratives.  

Irene Sywenky and Şule Demirkol Ertürk approach cities from the perspective of print 
artefacts, which tell us a great deal about the intermingling of tongues and scripts. Sywenky 
looks at the periodical culture of Lemberg/Lwów/Lviv—another palimpsestuous name 
reflecting the city’s historical trajectory through German/Polish/Ukrainian cartographic-
administrative topographies—examining its print catalogues and bibliographies, archives and 
periodicals during the Austro-Hungarian era. Among these periodical artefacts emerged a 
‘plurilinguistic journalistic space’, which is also a translational space where meanings were 
continually negotiated as they disseminated, and ‘where the geopolitical unities were 
constructed along and across many of the linguistic, cultural and ideological fault lines’. 
Demirkol Ertürk’s interest lies with the various orthographies (e.g., Armenian, Cyrillic, 
Hebrew) used in Turkish publications of non-Muslim communities in Istanbul from 19th 
century to contemporary times. For her, translations ‘act both as media and as objects of 
remembrance’ by reframing and remediating not merely source texts, but also a city’s lost 
memories. 
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Counter-writing cities 
From a policy or institutional perspective, translation figures as part of a panoptic 
management of languages in the city. Outside the establishment, however, it can be 
appropriated by de Certeau’s practitioners of everyday life to articulate resistant sensibilities 
in mundane contexts. Here translation is praxis, often assuming material forms embodying 
the messiness of heteroglossia. Several chapters have converged on one such form, which I 
had not anticipated when I commissioned them: graffiti. 

As visual expressions of bottom-up sentiments, graffiti are a subaltern modality 
manifesting the raw energies lurking below the linguistic façades of a city. As such they are 
translation sites—not merely because there may be actual linguistic transactions within 
graffiti art, but more because they are transient records of intersecting urban desires from 
below. Randa Aboubakr contemplates on graffiti in Cairo as ‘a continuation of the spirit of 
the visual representation of protest’. The use of English in graffiti, in particular, signals an 
attempt to seek rapport with an imagined global community. The use of classical Arabic in 
wall writings that intertextually resonate with Quranic verses, on the other hand, can be read 
as a ‘multilayered act of translation’, both translating political views into calligraphic signs 
and fusing the political with the religious by reworking Quranic verses into activist slogans. 

Taking cue from Susan Gal’s (2015) understanding of translation as intertextuality and 
citationality, Ana Deumert, Sandrine Mpazayabo and Miché Thompson define heritage as 
a form of translation, where ‘the past is translated so that it can be meaningful in the present, 
and in this process the past is also, to some degree, objectified’. Their case in point is the 
Jameson Memorial Hall in the University of Cape Town. Named after the colonialist Leander 
Starr Jameson, the hall’s name became a point of contention in 2015, when student activists 
renamed it provisionally as Marikana Memorial Hall to evoke a tragic episode of oppression, 
where 34 South African miners on strike were massacred. Here renaming is a discursive act 
of subversion, as a kind of re-monumentalization meant to recall suppressed narratives—and 
at this juncture we see interesting contrapuntalities with Yun’s and Bellentani’s chapters, 
where names and monuments are the discursive/material means through which the prevailing 
political order entrenches itself in the city’s psyche. This is complemented by the students’ 
painting of graffiti ‘in blood-red letters’ denouncing the university for its alleged involvement 
in the massacre. In visually performing a resistance to official histories, such transgressive 
graffiti, together with the act of renaming, ‘created a form of translation that is not a 
repetition, but a radical reimagination, a call for socioeconomic justice in an educational 
space that for many remains a symbol of colonial whiteness’. 

The everyday creativities associated with graffiti art are explored by Tereza Spilioti and 
Korina Glaxoglou in the city of Athens. In contrast with the more structured regimes of 
multilingualism governing road signage and airport spaces, wall doodling in neighbourhood 
settings exudes a vernacular vibrancy that again speaks to an aesthetics of messiness. Such 
messiness results from languaging processes involving dynamic uses of linguistic and 
graphemic resources. One such process, which Spillioti and Glaxoglou call trans-scripting 
(the term was first introduced by Jannis Androutsopoulos) combines different ‘orientations of 
scripting’, such as orthographically-oriented romanizations of Greek names invoking the 
shape of the Greek alphabet and phonetically-oriented re-spellings of English words (e.g., 
tourist guideturist guide). The textual space ensuing from such ludic subversion of 
orthographies is a translational one: first, because bilingual graffiti texts do actually mirror 
each other at times; and second, because the splicing of scriptal resources from different 
languages turns graffiti spaces into translation sites, à la Sherry Simon, that critique the 
ideologies of parallel bilingualism. 

While trans-scripting focuses on orthographic creativity, Zhu Hua and Li Wei take the 
notion of languaging toward embodied interaction in the context of a karate club in London. 
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Translation, as conventional wisdom goes, eases communication barriers between users of 
different languages. But this should not obscure the fact that translation can simultaneously 
function as an ‘act of distinction’, i.e. to mark language boundaries and evoke language 
differences. Yet this is not to say that translation is meant to produce obstacles in 
crosscultural communication. Rather, translation participates in more complex processes of 
translanguaging, which turns mundane sites of interaction into contact zones where languages 
encounter, synergize or, as the case may be, repel each other. 

The notion of translanguaging is contextualized by Jaspal Naveel Singh as well as Yiqi 
Liu and Angel M. Y. Lin in relation to a more stylized aesthetic, namely hip-hop. Hip-hop as 
a transcultural and metrolingual form exemplifies local appropriations of global discourse 
(Pennycook 2010: 70–87). As a vernacular and translational genre, it constitutes a zone of 
nexus where music, language, and body come together to signify creative, resistant energies. 
Singh’s ethnographic work takes him to Delhi, where he invited young participants to share 
their personal narratives on translingual practices, migration, and global hip-hop. His 
perspective on translation is non-utopian and reflexive, focusing on the mistranslations, 
failures, and untranslatability that transpired during his interviews. By revealing the slippages 
between Hindi and English, between himself as an ethnographer and his participants as 
aspiring hip-hop artists, Singh provides a close-up glimpse into the translation zone, where 
the researcher doubles up as a translator—not the privileged translator working in comfort 
behind a computer, but one who constantly fumbles through the ambivalences that 
characterize superdiverse zones at ground zero. Translation in a hip-hop context, then, proves 
much more than negotiating the meaning of lyrics between different languages; nor is it about 
arriving at some definitive and stable point of understanding. It is rather about 
translanguaging one’s way through moments of ambivalence and even miscommunication to 
develop a ‘cooperative disposition and an acute metapragmatic awareness of our multilingual 
repertoires’. 

Working with hip-hop too are Liu and Lin, who are interested in the trans-semiotizing 
potential of plurilingualism, with an eye to ‘well-coordinated, multisensory, whole-body 
sense-making with verbal as well as non-verbal semiotics such as bodily movements, facial 
expressions, sounds and colours, etc’. They analyze the ‘feeling-meaning’ of the Hong Kong 
hip-hop artist MC Yan, which involves reading the critical stance in his bilingual lyrics, but 
also observing his whole-body language (head movement, hand gestures), composition of 
screen, angle of camera shot, and use of colours. Rapping Hong Kong, then, is not just about 
putting words to music. It is a holistic choreography that translates vernacular sentiments into 
language, into embodied performance, and into an anti-establishment identity, all with the 
aim to ‘subvert and challenge the normative hierarchy of power that exists in the Hong Kong 
society and construct the multifarious Hong Kong identity as rooted in working-class 
sensibilities’. 

The overall thrust of this batch of papers on translation as a bottom-up practice is usefully 
summed up by Myriam Suchet and Sarah Mekdjian via the figure of the counter-map. If 
city maps represent the rationalization of urban spaces, in other words, a translation of space 
into a discourse, then counter-mapping subverts the cartographic institution by making 
visible what is considered invisible (it unveils) and by rendering conventional maps 
unreadable (it unreads). The translation connection enters at this point, where translation is at 
once a heuristic, a practice, and a framework to stage a deauthorizing of maps, to counter-
write the city. 

 
Cities in writing, translation as trope 
In our final cluster of essays, writing the city takes a chiastic reversal as the city in writing, 
turning the lens on literary-artistic figurations of and ruminations on the urban. This gives 
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rise to a double that loops into each other like a möbius: the city as conjured up within the 
typographical space of imaginative prose based on the topographical spatiality of the actual 
city. Rita Wilson, drawing on J. Hillis Miller, gives us a handle on this by highlighting the 
non-hierarchical relation between the fictional city and the real city, which reciprocally 
amplify each other in a back-and-forth crossing. Hence, ‘literary discourse interacts with—
and consequently modifies—the perception and production of place’. A migration theme 
informs the works discussed by Wilson in the context of Melbourne, where polyglot 
narratives bring translation into the fold under a transcultural rubric. The most intriguing of 
these works is a multimedia installation titled ‘Mother Tongue’ by Filomena Coppola. 
Translation is entailed in a most corporeal sense; it is spliced into enunciations of Italian and 
English alphabets and embedded in a plethora of voices that speak to the translational identity 
of Italian migrants. In this process, ‘well-worn structuralist binaries’ are disassembled and 
reassembled into ‘new complementarities’, bringing the concept of translation to fruition in 
aesthetic form. 

The migration and transculturation themes are taken more deeply into the politics and 
poetics of Nigerian English by Elena Rodríguez-Murphy, who looks into the portrayal of 
translingual encounters on the streets of Lagos in the works of Nigerian writers. English 
pidgins are living fossils of these encounters, which exemplify the workings of translation 
sites as zones of contact, crossings, fusions, and separations, giving rise to a brand of 
cosmopolitanism with a unique inflection—what Achille Mbembe (2007) calls 
Afropolitanism (see also Ana Deumert et al.). In representing pidginized English in their 
novels via textual codeswitching, Nigerian writers ‘dramatize translation as an object of 
mimesis’, as Andre Furlani would have it. Yet Furlani further tells us that translation can 
shape a narrative more deeply at the level of its structure and be formalized ‘as a condition of 
narration itself’. The stories of Montreal discussed in his chapter critically engage the dual 
city by juxtaposing rather than translating languages, illustrating the ‘failures of cultural 
kinship across languages, and about the remedial limits of translation to unite Montreal’s 
Balkanized social groups’. This focus on what we may call the discontents of translation is 
further complicated by a gender angle, exposing a homology between ‘pedestrian mobility, 
gender enfranchisement and translatability’ and a complicity between gender normativities 
and ‘the complacencies of apparent equivalence and cooperation’. 

The frailties of translation are explored further in three other papers in this section, in 
which translation is less a beaming site of crosscultural communication than one of 
dissonance, non-figurability, and concealment. Katia Pizzi reads translation as an 
‘interrupted’ enterprise, one that reveals rather than sutures the fractures of history and 
memory along borders. Trieste, an Italian city sitting on the Slovenian border, is exemplary 
of such borders. Pizzi’s reading of the literary works revolving around Trieste against 
Antonio Gramsci’s traducibilità (translatability) highlights ‘a poetics of dissonance’ 
grounded in national differences, and projects a desire for non-hierarchical and dialogical 
translations in line with a Gramscian ethics. 

The aporia of translation is explored by Simon Harel with a psychoanalytic twist. 
Translation can be a symptom of psychic suffering, a ‘weapon of self-defence’ pointing to 
irresolvable tensions between languages, underwriting the neurotic body into ‘a site of 
warring tongues’ (Simon 2019: 208). Emphasizing the ‘trauma of translation and exile’, 
Harel reads the ‘painful accents’ in the writing of Gérard Étienne, in particular the non-
figurability, hence un-utterability of the exilic psyche, which belies violence, torture, refugee 
anxiety and panic, repression. This perspective of the exile is not one of writing in the city, 
but one of writing outside the city, although still psychically entrenched in its haunting 
memories. Harel’s strongly metaphorical interpretation of translation as sustaining 
‘discursive tension between the linearity of the narrative process and the properly semiotic 
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and tabular dimension of the unconscious’ takes us away from a text-based paradigm of 
translation, orienting us to a view of the translator as a psychoanalytic subject yearning (and 
failing) to restore ‘a semiotic capacity of translation of his inner heart’.  

Translation can thus point to a chasm: an interrupted zone, a symptom of unhealed trauma. 
It can also be a haunting, something that does not prima facie exist, though traces of which 
nonetheless linger in the interstices of old buildings—and, as Anne Malena shows us, of old 
travelogues. Calling to mind Simon’s (2019: 4) idea of ‘ghost signs’, understood as ‘glimpses 
of languages’ that evoke vague memories of what was, Malena’s chapter teaches us how to 
read ‘phantom translations’ into being. The site in question is New Orleans, ‘an urban 
chronotope that makes it a city of performance and ideal for translation but also haunted by 
its colonial past and racial trauma’. From the perspective of haunting, writers from New 
Orleans can be seen as writing between the lines, as it were, by unveiling hidden aspects of 
the segregated society, by translating its ghosts into visible form. 

 
******* 

In his autobiographical Istanbul, Orhan Pamuk speaks of his non-detachment from the city in 
which he was born and educated: ‘Istanbul’s fate is my fate’ (Pamuk 2005: 6). On this point, 
Pamuk contrasts himself with such literary luminaries as Conrad, Nabokov and Naipaul, 
writers who are migratory in territorial, cultural and linguistic senses, and whose creative 
minds are nourished ‘not through roots but through rootlessness’ (ibid.). This is not to say 
that Pamuk’s vision is parochially rooted; on the contrary, his fascination lies with the 
transhistorical and intercultural, specifically with four ‘melancholic’ Turkish writers (Kemal, 
Hisar, Tanpinar, Koçu) who ‘drew their strength from the tensions between the past and the 
present, or between what Westerners like to call East and West’ (111). 

All of these writers, including Pamuk, exemplify a translating/translated persona in 
trafficking ideas across languages and cultures, times and spaces. But translation, whether as 
a practice or as a disposition, is not the exclusive preserve of celebrity writers. Together the 
chapters contained in this volume demonstrate that translation works itself through the 
cacophonous utterances on the street, through urban artefacts and the memories inscribed 
therein, through our bodies and sensuous capacities, through writing across all genres and 
media. Translation in its substantive and non-substantive manifestations informs the 
fundamental character of the city itself. If we accept that there is no monolingual city as 
such—an axiom with which Sherry Simon begins her chapter—then it is time to come to 
terms with translation as an existential condition of the city; or, in the words of Reine 
Meylaerts: ‘The city’s future shall be translation or shall not be’.
 
Notes 
1     I emphasize ‘modern’ here, as the preoccupation with the idea of writing (in) the city can be traced to the 

ancient and medieval times; see Jaworski and Li (2020: 4–6). 
2    To avoid repetition of the phrase ‘this volume’, hereafter the names of authors featured in this Handbook are 

bolded; quotations without page numbers are extracted from the chapters contained in this volume, as 
indicated by author names. 

3    I borrow this term from the title of Paul Farmer’s book, Pathologies of Power (Farmer 2005). 
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